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ON UNIQUENESS SETS
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Abstract. We study the sets of uniqueness of areally mean p-valent functions

in the unit disc. Namely, if f{z) is in this class and has the same angular

limit in a set E on the boundary of the unit disc, we prove that if p is small

compared to the size of E then f(z) is constant. We then construct an areally

mean p-valent function which shows that some condition on the size of the set

E must be imposed.

Introduction

The original F. and M. Riesz Theorem states that if a bounded analytic func-
tion in the unit disc A has the same radial limit in a set of positive Lebesgue

measure E in dA then the function has to be constant.

Beurling [1,3] showed that if we consider the class of univalent functions

in the unit disc, the same result holds if we replace a set of positive Lebesgue

measure by a set of positive logarithmic capacity in 9 A.
We start by giving the definition of areally mean //"-valent functions.

Definition 1. Let f(x) be a regular nonconstant function in A. Define

n(w) = n(w, A,fi)

to be the number of roots of the equation f(x) = w in A, and write

p(R) = p(R,A,fi) = ^J" n(Rew) d6.

Then if there exists a positive number p such that

rR

p(p)2pdp<pR2
io

for all positive R, we say that the function f(z) is an areally mean p-valent

function.

From now on we are going to denote this class of functions by AMP. This

class has been studied by several authors; good references are Hayman [5] and

Eke [4].
Let us consider now the following class of functions.
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Definition 2. Let f(x) he a regular function in the unit disc. If

if     \f'(z)\2
JLi + mz)wdxdy<00>

we say that f(z) £ D$ . These functions are called functions of finite spherical

area.

It is not difficult to show that AMP c D$ . Beurling [1] proved the following
theorem.

Theorem A. Suppose that fi(x) £ Ds and that

f(ew) = lim f(rew) = a,
r-»l

whenever e'e £ E, where E cdA.

We define

ôp(a) = {w : \w - a\ < p},

Ap(a) = f-\ôp(a)) = {z£A: \fi(z) - a\ < p} ,

and
ÍÍ \f'(z)\2

ILMv+mmiäxdy'A'{a)-

If now cap (7s) > 0 and lim sup p^o\.^jfr-\ < °°, men f(z) is constant.

Later Tsuji [9] gave a modified version of this theorem.

Carleson [2] proved that some condition on the limiting value a must be

imposed if we want to obtain a uniqueness result for the class D$. He con-

structed a nonconstant function f(z) £ Ds such that limr_,i f(re'e) = 0 for

all eie £ E c dA, and cap(£) > 0.
Functions of finite spherical area are only apparently more general than those

in AMP. A function / belongs to D$ if and only if some bilinear transform

for suitable constants a, b, c, d belongs to AMP (possibly as a meromor-

phic function). For AMP 0 and oo are special points, while Ds is invariant

under bilinear transforms.
Due to the above remarks and using Carleson's construction in [2], we shall

construct a nonconstant function f(z) in AMP for some p, such that f(z)

has the same angular limit in a set of positive capacity.

In the positive direction we will prove that if f(z) in AMP has the same
nontangential limit in a set E of positive capacity and if p is small compared

to the size of E, then f(z) is constant. We will have to make precise the above

statement in Theorem 1.
We start with some preliminaries. Let f(z) be in AMP, such that

limz_e,9 f(z) = a nontangentially for all ew £ E and cap(Ti) > 0. Now we

want to reduce the problem to the case in which f(z) is zero free in some sim-
ply connected domain ficA. It is known [5] that any areally mean p-valent

function can have at most p zeros counting multiplicity. Let z¡, j = 1, ... , k

be the points for which f(zf) = 0. We define r0 = max^xfc \zj\ . Let Í2 be
the simply connected domain given by

Q = {z : r0 < \zj\ < 1,  | argz| < n}.
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Then f(z) is areally mean /»-valent in fí, f(z) ^ 0, and f(z) has the same
nontangential limit a on £, where E c dQ. and cap(Ti) > 0.

Then for each positive integer n, g(z) = fix¡n(z) is single valued and a1/"

might take n different values. We call these values ai>n , i = 1,... ,n. Let

Eit„ c E, i = 1, ... , n, be the set such that limz_e,« g(z) = a(>„ for any

eie £ Ei¡n. It is clear that E = \J"=xEi,n and the Ei¡n are disjoint. Since

cap(Ti) > 0, there exists at least one i £ {1, ... , n} such that cap(E¡¡n) > 0.

Among those, we choose E¡01 n with the property that,

cap(7í¡0;„) = max cap(7i,,„) > 0.
1<I<7!

Let y(Eio¡n) be the Robin constant of the set 7i,0>„ .

Let f(z) in AMP be zero free, let 0 < X < 1, and recall that 2np(R, f) is
the total variation of arg/ on the level curves \f(z)\ = R ; then p(Rx, fx) =

Xp(R, f). We want to show that the function fix(z) is areally mean pA-valent.

Thus, we have to show that,

Lp(t,g)dt2 <pXR2i
o

for any positive R, or

or, which is the same,

rR
/   p(sx, fx) d(s2X) < pXR2X.
Jo

/   X2p(s,f)2s2X-xds<pXR2X.
Jo

We write W(R) = 2j*p(s, f)sds so that, since / e AMP,  W(R) < pR2
Then for 0 < X < 1

rR rR
/   p(s, f)2s2X~x ds =      su-2dW(s)
Jo Jo

fR
= R2X~2 W(R) + (2-2X)       W(s)s2X-3 ds

Jo
rR

< R2X-2W(R) + (2- 2X) /   ps2X~x ds
Jo

Multiplying by X2 , we obtain that

fR1

/    p(t,g)dt2<pXR2X
Jo

for any positive R, as we wanted to show.
After these preliminaries we state our theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose that f(z) e AMP and that

f(eie) = lim f(reie) = a
r—»1
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for any e'e £ E, where cap(E) > 0. Then, if

~y{Eio,n)lim inf
71—»OO

1
<

4n2p'

the Junction f(z) is constant.

The natural question to ask is how sharp is our theorem. Namely, for fixed p

is it true that for any positive e there exists a nonconstant function f(z) £ AMP

such that

f(eie) = lim fi(rew) = a
r—»1

for every e'e £ E, where cap(Ti) > 0, and such that

>(£,„, 7.)lim inf
71—»OO 4n2p

1. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. The case a = 0 is trivial, since then for f(z) £ AMP the
value a = 0 will satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem A. The case a = oo can

be treated in the same way by considering the function g(z) = jK , which is

in the class Ds. The function g(z) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A for

the value a = 0. Therefore, we can assume that a ^ 0, oo.

Suppose that there exists a function f(z) such that f(z)£ AMP and

limf(reie) = a,
r—tX

when e'e £ E, where cap(Ts) > 0.

By a result in [8], if f(z) £ AMP, thus f(z) £ Ds, then f(z) is normal.

Hence by a theorem in [7], if f(z) is normal, radial limits of f(z) are also

nontangential limits.

By the observation we made in the introduction, we can assume that f(z)

is areally mean p-valent in Q = {z : r0 < \z\ < 1, |argz| < n}, fi(z) / 0,

and f(z) has the same nontangential limit a on £, where E c <9Q and

cap(£) > 0.
The function g(z) = fxl"(z) is areally mean ^-valent. For fixed n , choose

z'o as in the introduction. We have that

// \g'(z)\2dxdy< ¡Í \g'(z)\2dxdy<P-^[p + \a\'ln}2,
JJnp(a,a,„) JJnp(a¡0,„) n

where Ap(aio<n) = {z £ Í2 : \g(z) - al0,„| < p}, since Ap(aio<n) C{zeQ:

\g(z)\ <p + \aio<n\} = Clp(aio<n); observe that \akt„\ = \a\x'n .

Let T be a small positive number to be determined later, which is going
to depend only on the function f(z). Considering rx<n — p in the above

inequalities we obtain

// \g'(z)\2dxdy< if \g'(z)\2dxdy
(1.1) JJ\x/n(«¡0.„) JJílxx/n(ai(¡,„)

<^[Tl/n + |a|I/»]2.
n
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Without loss of generality we can assume that the set E¡0t „ is closed. Then

there exists a distribution p.(Q of total mass 1 on ¿s,0„ such that the potential

u(z) = [
Je,

log
1

z-C
dp(Q

is bounded by F0 (£,„,„) = y(E¡0i„) for any z in the complex plane. Standard

computations [3, pp. 58-59] show that

(L2) JiJ^}2^6^^^^^

Sn=¡¡ \g'(z)\^rdrdd.
J 7Atl/„(a,0,„) °r

'1*1

Define

By the Schwarz's inequality, (1.1) and (1.2)

(1.3) ^»py

Define now

1/2

[rl/" + \a\x'n]

•/,/AIl/»(a.0.n)

°n(i) = - // \g'(z)\d[arë(rew-C)]dr

for z = re'e. The Cauchy-Riemann equations for the function u(z) give us

that

%rd6 = - Í     d[arë(reie-Q]dp(C).

Therefore, we can write

Sn= [     on(Qdp(Q.

Our goal is to get an estimate of a„(Q from below for any Ç e E¡Q¡n .
By the above remarks it is enough to estimate on(Q at one point of 7},0j„ ,

since the same estimate will hold at any other point of E¡01 „ . We can assume

that Ç = 1 is in E¡0, „ , and hence we have to estimate

on(l) = - if \g'(z)\d[arg(reie-l)]dr.

For -1 < t < \ we define /, to be a rectilinear segment of length cos t lying

in |z| < 1 and making an angle t at Ç = 1 with the radius drawn to Ç = 1.

Call t = - arg(rew - 1) ; then we have

Ml)= // \g'(z)\dtdr.

We know that limz-,1 g(z) = a,0i„ in any angular domain. Let œ = 0) n {z :

\z - j\ < j} be the angular domain resulting of the intersection of an angular

domain cö which has its vertex at ( = 1 and is symmetrical to the radius of

\z\ = 1 through Ç = 1 and is of aperture f , with the disc {z : z - j\ < 5} .
Then the part of œ in the vicinity of C = 1 belongs to ATi/n(a,0>„).
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Let A denote the common part of ATi/„(a,0)„) and this angular domain co.

Observe that AT,/n(al0)„) = {z £ Q : \fix/n(z) - ai0t„\ < tx'"} c {2 e ß :

\f(z) - a\ < t} ; therefore, for x small enough depending only on the function

fi(z), the connected component of A with the point Ç = 1 as boundary point

lies inside the circle \z — \\ = \. Hence,

Ml)= [i\g'(z)\dtdr+ ¡I \g'(z)\dtdr = 1 + 11.
JJa JJatx/„(^0.„)\a

Consider the range where dt < 0 in II, and call the corresponding integral III.

Then

(7„(1) = I-|III|.

By the definition of t

dt _      reos6 - r2

d6 = l+r2-2rcosd'

Fix r = cosöo so that the point z = re'6 lies outside the circle \z - j\ = ^

(i.e., r = cosö) whenever 60<\6\<n. We observe that dt > 0 for |0| < 60

and dt < 0 for 60 < \6\ < n. It is not difficult to see that for 60 < \6\ < n we
have \dt\ <rdd . Now

|III|< / drl \g'(z)\\dt\,
J       J6Q<\e\<itie0<\e\

where the integral is restricted to the region ATi/n (a,0 „)\A. So as we know that

for 60 < \6\ < n, \dt\ < r dd, by Schwarz's inequality,

< [ dr f \g'(z)\\dt\< [ dr [ \g'(z)\rdd
J       Je0<\e\<n                    J       Je0<\e\<n

< if \g'(z)\rdrd6
J J\\/n(ai0.r,)

\g'(z)\2rdrdd\     Iff rdrdd\
Ati/„(a,0,„) J [y./ATl/„(a,0,„) J

^[t^ + h1/"]2!172.
n '       J

< x

Therefore,

on(l) > I - |III| >  // \g'(z)\ dtdr - n [|[t'/" + \a\xl"Y

Now we pass to estimate I from below, namely,

1 = jj\g'(z)\dtdr.

If we set pe" = 1 - re~ld , a calculation shows that

cosí- p ,„ ,
dtdr = ——^5—r^—rr-^dpdt.

(1 + p2 -2pcost)xl2  F

1/2
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Also, since (1 + p2 - 2pcost) < 1 in \z - j| < j , we have that

r*/4       t       \g'(z)\(cost-p)

1149

,(!)>[      dtf       |g'(z)l('
n()-J-n/4      J,,nA(l+P2-2pcost)x/2

,71/4

dp-n\^[Tl/" + \a\l/n]2

1/2

l1/2

L/Î

>/'   rfí /    \g'(z)\(cost-p)dp-n\?-[xxln + \a\xln]2
J-n/4       Jl.rxA ln

If we consider now lt/2 to be half of the segment lt, the half having the
point Ç = 1 as one of its end points, then (cos t - p) > ^ on [/,/2 n A] for

each =f < t < |, and the other end point of lt/2 lies on \z — || = \. Thus,

„(1)> r^dtf    \g'(z)\dp-n[^[rx"' + \a\x"'
J-n/4    z Jl,nA in

1/2

By our construction [lt/2 n A] contains a segment joining the point Ç = 1
with a boundary point of ATi/n(a,0;„), since by our choice of x the connected

component of A with the point £ = 1 as boundary point lies inside the circle

\z - 11 = \ and one of the end points of lt/2 lies on \z - || = |. Therefore,

/       \g'(z)\dp>rx/"

for each -f < t < |. Hence

s/2 1/2
on(l)>^ln -n[^[xxl» + \a\xl»]2]

and the same estimate holds for each £ e E¡0t„ ; therefore,

(1.4) 5n>^T1/"-7t[|[T1/'' + H1/'1]2',1

By (1.3) and (1.4)

n\p(y(Ei0tn))]l/2r_xln . , ,,,„_ 0 . V2

[       2«

for any n > 0. Hence we must have

[Ti/« + Uli/"] > 5w > ^tTi/" _ rt [£(l
2 L«

l/« + H'/"]2 1/2

(1.5)    n p(y(Eio,n))

2«
12 [xx'n + \a\x/"] > ^xx'" - n [^[xx'n + M1'"]2] ^ ,

dividing both sides by [xxln + \a\xln), we have

.\p(y(Eia,n))Yl\  V2 r»/»

2n

V2        f" r/n'/^

-   2 [t1/" + lal1/"]     n Vn\      'M1/»]

squaring both sides, taking the lim inf as n —► oo, and dividing both sides by
n2p, we obtain

lim inf
71—»OO

y{Eio,n) >
1

4n2p'

which proves our theorem.

As an immediate corollary to Theorem 1 we obtain an estimate in how big
the size of E can be for the function f(z) not to be necessarily a constant.
More precisely,
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Corollary 1. Suppose that f(z) £ AMP and that

f(eiB) = lim fi(rew) = a
r-,X'

for any e'e £ E. Then if cap(E) > 2e~x/4n2p, the Junction f(z) is constant.

Proof of Corollary 1. By Theorem 7.17 in [10, p. 437] we have

log2+ y(Eh,„)
'a^<log2 + y(7±) = log

cap(E)

By hypothesis,

hence,

1

4/T2/)

log2 + y(7i/0;„)

>log

<log
4n2p'

taking the lim inf,,-^ in both sides of the above inequality, we obtain

lim inf
71—»OO

y(Ek,n)

n
<

1

4n2p'

which implies by Theorem 1, that the function f(z) is constant, and the corol-

lary is proved.

2. A CONSTRUCTION

In the introduction we mentioned that Riesz's theorem does not hold in

full generality. In this section we are going to construct a function in AMP,
nonconstant and such that it has the same nontangential limit in a set E of

positive capacity.
Let fi(z) be the function constructed in [2]; it satisfies that //A |/'(z)|2 dx dy

< oo and linwi f(reie) = 0 for all eie £ E c dA and cap(£) > 0.
If we denote by n(w) the number of roots of f(z) = w ,

r p y»00      rill

\fi'(z)\2dxdy= /    n(w)do(w) <oo,
JJa Jo   Jo

where do(w) denotes the Lebesgue measure. It follows from the absolute con-

tinuity of the above integral that for almost all complex wq we have

(2.1)
71™ nr2 JJlw

n(w)do(w) -» n(w0) < oo.
i\w-w0\<r

Choose wo , wx so that (2.1) holds for both values, and set

F(z) = f(z)-wo
[)     f(z)-wx-

Then F(z) has angular limit a = Wo/wx at all points of E. Also the equations

f(z) = 0, oo only have finitely many roots, since n(wo) and n(wx) are finite.

We claim that f(z) £ AMP. In fact, it follows from (2.1) that if N(w) denotes
the number of roots of F(z) = w , then

(2.2)
/•2k    fR

/     /   N(tei*)tdtd<¡) = 0(R2)
Jo   Jo
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as R -> 0 and

r27t    />oon;^^-(¿)
as R —> oo. This implies

r2*      r2n

[      [   N(tei<l>)tdtd(t><C4p,
JlP     JoIV      JO

-oo < p <oo, where C is a positive constant. We use (2.2) for p < 0 and (2.3)

for p > 0. Suppose now that A > 0, and choose q such that 2" < R < 2q+x.

Then
fR   fin 9       flp+x   r2'+i

/    /    /v(r^)r¿r¿<¿><  Y   /      /      N(tei(t,)tdtd<p
Jo    Jo p=-oo,'2i       ■'°

* 4 4

< C y 4" = 7zC4<i < ^CjR2-      £-i 3-3
p=—00

The function F(z) can have a finite number of poles and zeros in A, but

by using a conformai mapping of a cut annulus Q onto the unit disc we can

construct a function without poles and zeros. If we call this new function F(z)

again, then it is an areally mean (^-valent function, and F(z) has the same

angular limit a = wo/wx in a set E of positive capacity as we wanted to show.
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